The advent of ambient desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (ADI-MS) has led to the development of a large number of atmospheric-pressure ionization sources. The largest group of such sources is based on electrical discharges; yet, the desorption and ionization processes that they employ remain largely uncharacterized. Here, the atmospheric-pressure glow discharge (APGD) and afterglow of a helium flowing atmospheric-pressure afterglow (FAPA) ionization source were examined by optical emission spectroscopy. Spatial emission profiles of species created in the APGD and afterglow were recorded under a variety of operating conditions, including discharge current, electrode polarity, and plasma-gas flow rate. From these studies, it was found that an appreciable amount of atmospheric H 2 O vapor, N 2 , and O 2 diffuses through the hole in the plate electrode into the discharge to become a major source of reagent ions in ADI-MS analyses. Spatially resolved plasma parameters, such as OH rotational temperature (T rot ) and electron number density (n e ), were also measured in the APGD. Maximum values for T rot and n e were found to be~1100 K and~4×10 19 m -3 , respectively, and were both located at the pin cathode. In the afterglow, rotational temperatures from OH and N 2 + yielded drastically different values, with OH temperatures matching those obtained from infrared thermography measurements. The higher N 2 + temperature is believed to be caused by charge-transfer ionization of N 2 by He 2 + . These findings are discussed in the context of previously reported ADI-MS analyses with the FAPA source.
Introduction

R
ecently, a large number of atmospheric-pressure ionization sources has been introduced that enable direct analysis of samples for detection by mass spectrometry. This emerging technology has resulted in a new field termed ambient desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (ADI-MS). Since the introduction of the field in 2004 [1, 2] , over 30 ambient desorption/ionization sources have been described in the literature [3, 4] . While the designs of these sources differ substantially, they can be categorized by the physical principles that ultimately lead to extraction and ionization of analytes from a sample surface. The three main categories are spray-based, laser-based, and plasma-based methods.
Plasma-based devices are probably the most diverse group of ADI-MS sources because of the many types of discharges that have been used. Examples include direct-current plasmas [5] [6] [7] , dielectric-barrier discharges (DBDs) [8, 9] , radiofrequency glow discharges [10] , and microhollow cathode discharges [11] . It is commonly believed that most of the plasma-based ADI-MS sources thermally desorb analytes and ionize them with reagent ions, similarly to APCI, that are generated from the interaction of plasma species with atmospheric constituents. While many of these plasmas have been fundamentally characterized, it is often in the context of their use in atomic spectroscopy. In such studies, these discharges have been found to differ drastically in electron number density (n e ), excitation temperature (T exc ), gas-kinetic temperature, and other conventional plasma parameters. Although these factors are known to dictate the performance of a plasma in atomic analyses, their role in ionization of molecules for mass spectrometry is not necessarily the same.
A few publications have addressed fundamental characteristics of discharges utilized for molecular mass spectrometry. A transient microenvironment mechanism was used to explain analyte ionization and matrix effects observed with direct analysis in real time (DART), a DC-discharge-based source [12] . Similarly, ionization matrix effects for three plasma-based sources, DART, the flowing atmospheric-pressure afterglow (FAPA), and the low-temperature plasma (LTP) probe, were compared based on analyte and matrix proton affinity [13] . Ionization mechanisms for DART in the negativeionization mode were compared with those for APCI and atmospheric-pressure photoionization (APPI) by analyzing a large suite of molecules [14, 15] . Franzke et al. [16] compared emission spectra from a DBD, using different discharge gases, with protonated analyte signals from an ion-mobility spectrometer.
Our research group has examined in some detail three plasma-based ADI-MS sources. Direct-current, helium discharges used by DART and FAPA were examined by optical and mass spectrometry to characterize discharge structures [17] . Spatially resolved emission from the DBD-based LTP probe was used to determine the origin of species such as water and oxygen that are important in the ionization process, and also conditions that affect formation of plasma species relevant to ADI-MS [18] . In a subsequent publication, these spatial profiles in conjunction with a detailed literature survey revealed that He 2 + contributes significantly to the reagent-ion formation process [19] . Fundamental characterization of plasma-based ambient-ionization sources through optical and mass spectrometric means can yield insight into reactions taking place in the discharge and conditions affecting analyte desorption/ionization
In the present study, the atmospheric-pressure glow discharge (APGD) and the corresponding afterglow of the FAPA source were studied via optical spectroscopy under a variety of plasma operating conditions. Spatially resolved emission spectra from the discharge provide information about the species created in the plasma, as well as values for gas temperature and electron number density. These findings will be discussed in the context of ADI-MS analyses with the FAPA.
Experimental
FAPA Source
To enable emission from the discharge and afterglow of the FAPA to be detected, a special FAPA cell with a quartz body was constructed [17] . The helium APGD was established between a stainless-steel pin (3.1-mm diameter that tapers to a point with~39°taper angle) and a brass plate that were sealed to a quartz tube (13.2-mm o.d., 12-mm i.d.) with Viton o-rings (cf. Figure 1) . The distance between the electrodes was fixed at 7.5 mm. A 1.6-mm diameter hole in the center of the brass plate allowed species generated in the discharge to flow into the open atmosphere, resulting in the afterglow. A small raised edge around the hole in the plate inside the discharge chamber ensured that the discharge reproducibly formed from the pin to the raised edge on the hole. The discharge was always operated in a currentcontrolled mode with either a positive or negative potential applied to the pin electrode with a high-voltage, DC power supply (model BRC-5-400R; Universal Voltronics Corp., Mt. Kisco, NY, USA), while the plate electrode was always Figure 1 . Diagram of the quartz-bodied FAPA cell used for the present optical studies. A positive or negative DC potential was applied to the pin electrode, while the brass plate was grounded. The inter-electrode distance was fixed at 7.5 mm for all experiments maintained at ground potential. A 5 kΩ ballast resistor was placed in series with the pin to compensate for the inherent negative dynamic resistance of glow discharges at atmospheric pressure. Ultrahigh purity helium (99.999% purity; Airgas, Radnor, PA, USA) was supplied to the discharge chamber with a mass flow controller (MKS Instruments, Andover, MA, USA).
Optical Emission Measurements
Spatially resolved spectroscopic measurements were made with a commercial emission spectrometer (ACTIVA; Horiba-Jobin Yvon, Longjumeau, France) ordinarily used for inductively coupled plasma (ICP) atomic emission spectroscopy with a few optical modifications [20] . The quartz FAPA cell was positioned in place of the ICP torch on a translational stage for alignment with the slit of the spectrometer. The ACTIVA spectrometer utilizes a CzernyTurner configuration, which preserves the spatial image focused onto the entrance slit. With the aid of a twodimensional charge-coupled device (CCD) detector, spatial and spectral information were simultaneously obtained.
The image of the FAPA was demagnified by a ratio of 3.7:1, which resulted in a maximum observable distance of 25.6 mm. This large viewing range enabled imaging of the APGD and the afterglow of the FAPA without changing the position of the source. However, the intensity of those two discharge regions was drastically different. Accordingly, to prevent detector saturation and blooming when emission from the weak afterglow was being measured, black paper was placed on the outside of the glass discharge cell to block the intense emission of the APGD. Integration times for the APGD and the afterglow were 1 to 10 s and 65 s, respectively.
The entrance slit of the spectrometer was set to 10 μm, which led to a spectral resolution between 8 and 16 pm for UV and visible wavelengths, respectively. This resolution was satisfactory even for distinguishing between different rotational features of molecules. The physical size of the APGD and the afterglow are narrow, less than 1.5 mm in diameter, so alignment of the source with respect to the spectrometer was crucial. This alignment was achieved with the spectrometer set to zero order; the source position was then adjusted for maximum signal. This maximum signal was checked every few hours and at the beginning of each day. Conveniently, the discharge was so stable that zeroorder emission never deviated more than 10% from the optimal signal, so the FAPA never needed to be realigned.
Results and Discussion
Plasma Species Present in the APGD and Afterglow of the FAPA UV-visible emission spectra can help identify species present in a plasma that might be useful for plasma diagnostics and for characterizing ionization pathways. Andrade et al. [21] presented an emission spectrum from a He APGD in a sealed discharge chamber. In addition to the expected emission lines from He, atomic emission from oxygen and nitrogen as well as emission bands of various diatomic species (NO, OH, N 2 , and N 2 + ) were observed. For a DC He APGD similar to that employed in FAPA, Gielniak et al. [22] also discovered the presence of CN and NH. In both cases, the presence of non-helium species was attributed to impurities in the gas supply or transfer lines. Table 1 lists the most abundant atomic and molecular species detected in the APGD of the FAPA used in the present study with a pin-negative configuration at 25 mA and a He flow rate of 1.5 L/min, which are the normal operating conditions of this source in ADI-MS analyses. Compared with the previously mentioned studies, only a few different species were detected in our APGD. Both atomic and molecular carbons, in the form of CO + , were readily observed in the lowwavelength region of the spectrum. The source of carbon in the discharge is believed to be the Viton o-ring used to seal the plate electrode to the inside of the glass chamber. As the plate electrode is heated by the discharge, the o-ring will outgas or, under extreme operating conditions, even melt, leading to the presence of hydrocarbons in the discharge.
Another species that was detected in the present APGD was the helium excimer, He 2 * , with multiple bands between 460 and 650 nm (cf. Table 1 ). The He 2 * molecule is particularly interesting because it has a ground vibrational state of~18 eV with respect to a ground state helium atom [23] and the upper energy levels of the observed transitions are greater than 20 eV [24] ; these energies are sufficient to cause Penning ionization of atmospheric constituents. Of particular interest are N 2 and H 2 O, with ionization energies of 15.6 and 12.6 eV, respectively [25] , because the ionic forms of these molecules are well known reagent species in APCI; these reagent ions can undergo charge-transfer or proton-transfer ionization with gas-phase analyte molecules, leading to simple mass spectra and a wide-range of ionizable analytes. It was earlier theorized that reagent ions in helium-plasma ambient ionization sources were produced by Penning ionization of N 2 and H 2 O with helium metastable atoms, He m [6, 8, 10] . However, it was recently demonstrated with the LTP probe that at least 30% of N 2 + is formed through charge transfer with He 2 + [19] . Furthermore, a theoretical characterization of a helium APGD [26] found that the number densities of He m and He 2 * in the bulk of the plasma were approximately the same. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that He 2 * serves as an additional energy carrier from the discharge to the atmosphere and would, thus, be an additional mechanism of reagent-ion formation. This mechanism might be particularly relevant for DART, in which grids are placed after the discharge region such that only neutral species enter the open atmosphere.
In contrast to the APGD itself, the UV-visible emission spectrum of the afterglow was much weaker and simpler (cf. Figure S-1 ). Because emission from the afterglow is very weak under usual FAPA operating conditions, 1.5 L/min helium and 25 mA discharge current, the gas flow rate, and discharge current were increased to 3.25 L/min and 50 mA, respectively, to produce the spectrum in Figure S-1. Additionally, the integration time of the detector was set to the maximum, 65 s. The only detected atomic species were hydrogen and oxygen, likely from the dissociation of H 2 O and O 2 , respectively [18] , with the rest of the spectrum consisting of vibrational bands of molecules. The strongest emitting species were OH (A 2 Σ + ) and N 2 + (B 2 Σ u + ), which were significantly more intense than any other species in the afterglow. Both OH and N 2 + are thought to be important in the formation of protonated water clusters, (H 2 O) n H + , which are the most abundant positive reagent ions produced by the FAPA [5] . Other molecular species found in the afterglow spectrum include CO + (B 2 Σ) and NH (A 3 Π). Surprisingly, no emission was detected from any helium species, indicating that the majority of excited helium species in the afterglow have either decayed to a state that emits outside of the accessible spectral window (e.g., He * with n=2 or He m ), or exist in a form that does not decay radiatively (e.g., He 2 + ).
Effect of He Flow Rate and Discharge Polarity on Emitting Species in the He APGD
Spatially resolved profiles of emitting species in atmosphericpressure discharges have already provided information on the source of impurities in the discharge, the relative distribution of ions and excited species needed for analyte excitation/ ionization, and even mechanisms of ion formation [18, 19] . Here, the polarity, operating current, and gas flow rate of the FAPA were varied to determine the discharge structure and conditions that favor production of species essential for APCI ionization pathways. Figure 2a and b show the spatial profile of the He I line at 706.5 nm for two He APGDs in a pin-negative and a pin-positive configuration, respectively. For all APGD profiles, a discharge distance (x-axis) of zero corresponds to the tip of the pin electrode, with positive distances approaching the plate electrode. Optimal mass spectrometric performance of the FAPA typically arises at 25 mA in the pin-negative polarity [27] . As a comparison, the 2 mA discharge is more similar to the one used in the DART source [17, 28] . Both polarities and current levels exhibited distinct emission maxima at both the cathode and the anode. For the 25-mA discharge in the pin-negative configuration (cf. Figure 2a , blue trace), the He I maximum resides on the cathode pin and is due to the strong emission from the negative glow, which is where the majority of helium ions and excited species are produced. In addition, the emission In all APGD plots, a discharge distance of zero refers to the tip of the pin electrode intensity for He I was distributed along the length of the pin (~2 mm) and throughout the positive column. For the pinnegative, 2-mA discharge (cf. Figure 2a , red trace), the Heemission maximum was located at the very tip of the pin and was shifted 300 μm from that of the 25-mA discharge. Even though the operating current differs by only one order of magnitude, the locations of the emission maxima indicate an altered plasma structure; specifically, the 2-mA discharge exhibits corona-to-glow discharge behavior. In the case of a corona discharge, the electric field decays exponentially from the needle electrode, with the ionic current density residing almost exclusively at the tip of the pin, regardless of polarity. Conversely, in an atmospheric-pressure glow discharge the strongest electric field and highest current density reside in the negative glow near the cathode; however a substantial electric field and current density exist between the two electrodes in the positive column. Although the maximum emission from the two current levels was similar, the He I intensity for the 25-mA discharge integrated along the entire plasma was more than five times that of the 2-mA discharge. The greater abundance of excited He created in the 25-mA APGD should lead to more efficient production of N 2 + and a greater density of reagent ions. In fact, the N 2 + -produced has been mass spectrometrically and optically shown to be much higher, at least 17 times more abundant, with the FAPA plasma than with the 2-mA discharge [17] . Both current levels exhibited a second maximum in emission intensity at the anode, where electric field and electron energies should be low. Models of a helium APGD similarly showed a second maximum in number density at the anode for nearly all species included in the model [26] . Unlike in reducedpressure GDs, a positive potential gradient in the positive column towards the anode causes an excess of low-energy electrons at the anode, which are capable of ionizing/ exciting plasma species [26] ; the high electron densities at the anode are likely the origin of the second emission maximum.
When the polarity of the 25-mA discharge was reversed to the pin-positive mode (cf. Figure 2b , blue trace), maximum He I emission occurred at the plate cathode where the negative glow resides. The relative amount of excited helium in the positive column was higher with this polarity. In pin-positive mode, the area of the negative glow is restricted to the surface of the raised edge on the exit plate, which causes a larger portion of the current density to exist in the positive column. It would at first seem that this polarity would be favored for ambient MS analyses because the negative glow and, thus, the greatest source of He*, would be closer to the sample. However, the integrated He emission for the pin-negative polarity was more than four times greater than that for the pin-positive configuration with an operating current of 25 mA. While the cause for the differences in emission intensities is not yet known, this result supports the finding that the FAPA performs better as an ionization source with a pin cathode [5, 27] .
When the pin-positive discharge was operated at 2 mA, the strongest helium emission still existed at the tip of the pin (cf. Figure 2b , red trace). As the inset in Figure 2b shows, excited helium was observed between the two electrodes at 25 mA, whereas no such emission could be detected with the discharge operated at 2 mA. Similar behavior at these two operating currents was observed for N 2 * (337 nm) and O I (777 nm) emission. These data provide further evidence that the discharge operated at 2 mA behaves like a corona rather than a true glow such as the FAPA maintained at 25 mA [17, 21] .
Several species from impurities were also detected in the APGD of the FAPA at various plasma-gas flow rates and for both polarities. Emission profiles of atomic oxygen at 777 nm in a pin-negative and a pin-positive APGD are shown in Figure 3a and b, respectively. The presence and location of atomic oxygen is particularly important for mass spectrometric analyses. It has been noted in APCI reactions that the neutral atomic oxygen radical can react with aromatic bonds to form alcohols [29, 30] . This reaction often results in complicated mass spectra for aromatic molecules, which feature not only molecular ion peaks but also a series of oxygen-adduct peaks [17] . As a result, determining the source of oxygen and factors that limit atomic oxygen production is of importance for these sources. For both discharge polarities, O I emission near the plate region (i.e., closest to the open atmosphere) declines with increasing He flow rate. This finding suggests that an appreciable amount of atmospheric oxygen is diffusing into the discharge region through the hole in the plate electrode.
Higher helium flows oppose diffusion into the discharge and thereby reduce the amount of oxygen reaching the negative glow region. This finding is congruous with spectroscopic studies on a similar atmospheric-pressure, helium discharge, the LTP probe, which showed that the majority of oxygen in the discharge region was due to diffusion from the atmosphere [18] . This trend does not necessarily hold for other regions of the APGD, particularly for the positive column. We attribute these differences to the concentration gradient of impurities near the plate electrode. As atmospheric constituents diffuse through the hole into the discharge chamber, their volume expands as the linear velocity of the plasma gas drops. This effect results in a lower impurity concentration in the discharge chamber than in the narrow channel separating the discharge from the atmosphere. As a result, diffusion and plasma-gas flow rate would contribute minimally to variances in impurity concentration within the larger volume of the discharge chamber. Changes in flow rate would alter only the amount of reactive species formed in these regions.
In fact, the oxygen emission in the positive column monotonically increased with flow rate for the pin-negative configuration, while it had the opposite effect for the pinpositive configuration. This difference is likely due to the different reaction pathways occurring at the cathode and the anode. Theoretical modeling has suggested that at the cathode, the majority of He + is produced from electron impact with ground state helium [26] . Because the greatest potential drop is in the cathode dark space, the electrons in this region have sufficient energy to ionize ground-state helium directly. In contrast, and as was mentioned earlier, low-energy electrons accumulate at the anode because of the slight potential gradient in the positive column. Because electron energies are so low in this region, He + is almost exclusively produced from electron impact with previously formed He * [26] . From these factors, more He 2 + and other species important in the dissociation/ excitation process exist at the anode than other places in the APGD, which likely contributes to the enhanced sensitivity of the FAPA in the pin-negative configuration.
The spatial distribution of two other species important in the ionization pathways of the FAPA source, OH (306.0 nm) and N 2 + (391.4 nm), are shown in Figure S -2a and S-2b, respectively. These profiles were collected under different gas flow rates for a pin-positive APGD. The OH emission dropped monotonically with helium flow rate across the entire APGD, suggesting that the majority of OH was produced from a species that diffused into the discharge from the atmosphere. This trend was observed for the opposite discharge polarity, as well (data not shown). For N 2 + ( Figure S-2b) , emission similarly declined with increasing He flow at both electrodes, further suggesting that most of the nitrogen in the discharge chamber was not from the gas supply or transfer lines. Interestingly, N 2 + emission near the plate electrode was stronger in the pin-negative configuration providing further explanation why better mass spectrometric performance is seen with the FAPA in this polarity. Regardless of discharge polarity, N 2 + had a strong emission maximum at the anode, which decayed deep into the positive column. In a helium APGD, the majority of N 2 + is formed from a chargetransfer reaction involving He 2 + [26] . Further, the He 2 + density is known to be the greatest at the anode and to slowly decay into the positive column, mirroring the N 2 + emission profile. Therefore, we believe this feature is indicative of the presence of He 2 + .
N 2 + Emission Profiles in the Afterglow
Because emission from the afterglow of the FAPA was very weak, spatially resolved spectral information could be collected for only two emitting species, N 2 + and OH. Additionally, the spatial emission behavior of both molecules was nearly identical, so only N 2 + will be discussed here. Afterglow emission profiles for the N 2 + bandhead at 391.4 nm for various discharge currents and helium flow rates are shown in Figure 4a and b, respectively. An afterglow distance of zero in these profiles corresponds to the edge of the plate electrode, with positive values extending into the open atmosphere. In Figure 4a the APGD current was incremented from 30 mA to 70 mA at a fixed He flow rate of 2.9 L/min. Emission of N 2 + in the afterglow became stronger at higher operating currents, because of the greater production of reactive species within the discharge that are capable of ionizing and exciting N 2 . The N 2 + emission decayed to baseline approximately 4 mm from the plate electrode, regardless of discharge current. The presence of N 2 + emission in the afterglow is therefore likely dependent on diffusion of an atmospheric quenching agent, which then undergoes charge transfer.
This hypothesis is supported by the behavior of afterglow emission profiles at changing He flow rates (cf. Figure 4b) . Both the amount of N 2 + generated and the location where emission decayed to baseline increased monotonically with He flow rate. At higher flows, more excited/ionized helium species are generated per unit time and, at the same time, the outward gas velocity opposes the inward diffusion of quenchers into the beam. This behavior in the afterglow is the opposite of what was observed in the APGD, where N 2 + emission decreased with plasma-gas flow rate. We attribute this disparity to the relative concentrations of reactants leading to N 2 + formation. In the APGD, N 2 is limiting as it must diffuse from the atmosphere into the discharge chamber through the hole in the plate electrode, through which a high opposing velocity of plasma gas issues; in the afterglow, the velocity of the discharge gas is lower than in the hole of the plate electrode, resulting in a greater concentration of diffused N 2 in the afterglow and making excited helium species the limiting reactants.
Another interesting feature of the afterglow emission profiles is that the maximum occurred consistently about 0.67 mm downstream from the anode plate. Because the emission maximum of OH and N 2 + did not occur immediately at the exit of the plate and because the afterglow is effectively a field-free region, it is likely that some species are acting as a carrier to transfer energy from the discharge into the open atmosphere, where no external source of energy exists, leading to the ionization of nitrogen and dissociation of water vapor. Potential plasma species that could serve as energy carriers to the afterglow will be discussed later in this paper.
OH Rotational Temperatures and Electron Number Densities of the APGD
The rotational temperature (T rot ) is an important diagnostic for plasma-based ambient desorption/ionization sources because it approximates the gas-kinetic temperature, which correlates with desorption of molecules from surfaces for many plasmabased ADI-MS sources [2, 31] . Rotational temperatures are derived from the Boltzmann population distribution among rotational energy levels of a well characterized thermometric molecule. Though numerous diatomics have been successfully used to measure T rot , only OH and N 2 + offered sufficient intensity in the APGD and afterglow of the FAPA to be useful in the present study (cf. Figure S-1) . Because of non-thermal excitation from excited helium species, N 2 + does not yield reliable gas-kinetic temperature values [19] ; this fact will be demonstrated below for the afterglow region. In the case of the FAPA, only OH temperatures should be regarded as being equivalent to gas-kinetic temperature.
Four emission lines in the Q 1 branch [32, 33] were used for determining OH rotational temperatures as they had sufficient intensity. These lines were the same as those used by Chan et al. [18] Plotting the unit-less quantity ln(Iλ/gA) versus E exc , where I is intensity of the line, λ is the emission wavelength, A is the transition probability, g is the degeneracy of the excited energy level, and E exc is the energy of the upper excited state in eV, yields a linear plot with a slope equal to (-1/kT rot ), where k is the Boltzmann constant in eV K -1 and T rot is the rotational temperature in K [34] . It should be noted that the Boltzmann distribution equation contains numerous constants and unit-conversion factors that would be included in the quantity ln(Iλ/gA). However, due to the properties of logarithms, these constants will affect only the intercept of the plot and, thus, can be excluded when determining rotational temperature. Only temperature values where the correlation coefficient (r 2 ) of the fit was greater than 0.99 were used. The relative standard deviation of the measured temperature was taken as the relative error of the slope from the linear fit, which was less than 10% in the APGD.
The spatial profiles of OH rotational temperatures of the APGD for pin-negative and pin-positive modes are given in Figure 5a and b, respectively. The maximum T rot of 1170 K for the pin-negative configuration was located at the tip of the pin within the negative glow. The temperature throughout the positive column was lower and remained roughly constant at~770 K. These temperatures are more than 600 K and 200 K lower than those measured for He APGDs with a restricted cathode and positive column [22] and sealed from air with a restricted cathode area [21] , respectively. The reason for the drastic temperature differences could be due to the confined cathode area utilized in those APGDs, but this effect will be explored in the future. When the polarity of the APGD was reversed (cf. Figure 5b ), the temperature of the positive column was approximately the same as in the pin-negative discharge; however, the maximum T rot was much lower, 780 K, and was located in the positive column. Raising the plasma-gas flow rate for either polarity resulted in a drop in temperature, likely due to convective heat transfer. Ultimately, the lower maximum temperature in the pin-positive mode would result in less efficient desorption and could be one of the reasons the FAPA offers less sensitivity in the pin-positive polarity.
Spatially resolved electron number densities, n e , in the pinnegative APGD were measured from the Stark broadening of the hydrogen beta line, H β , at 486.1 nm. This spectral line is preferred because its broadening parameters are well known and are less affected by perturbers other than electrons [35, 36] .
In addition to Stark broadening, the measured H β line for this type of system is known to experience appreciable contributions from instrumental and van der Waals broadening. The H β line in the positive column was fit with a Voigt profile containing a fixed Gaussian component of 13.7 pm, which was previously found to be the instrumental broadening of this particular spectrometer [18] . The Lorentzian contribution from van der Waals broadening was determined from the LindholmFoley impact theory [37, 38] to account for changes in local temperature with the spatially resolved T rot shown in Figure 5a . The van der Waals width was subtracted from the Lorentzian component of the Voigt fit to yield an estimated Stark width. Electron number density was calculated from the formula provided by Gigosos et al. [39] The relative error of n e was taken as the relative error of the Lorentzian width from the fit and was less than 15%.
Estimating electron number density in the negative-glow region near the pin was similar to the process described above but required an additional step. It is known that broadening of hydrogen emission lines can also be caused by strong external electric fields [40, 41] . Glow discharges at atmospheric pressure have a very thin cathode dark space, due to the very short mean free path, where the majority of the potential drop occurs. The result is a very high electric field (910 kV/cm) at the tip of the pin electrode, which introduces an additional broadening component. Thus, the H β profiles near the pin cathode exhibited two distinct Lorentzian profiles; an intense, narrow component indicative of the true electron number density and a less intense, broad component due to the strong electric field. To deconvolute these two broadening contributions, the center narrow portion of the profile was removed, leaving the broad wings due solely to the electric field. The wings were fit with a Lorentzian, which was then subtracted from the original emission line. The remaining profile was then treated like those in the positive column.
The estimated n e values in the pin-negative APGD with 1.5 L/min helium flow rate are shown in Figure 5a . The relative error of n e was taken as the relative error of the Lorentzian width from the fit and was less than 15%. Because of the involved data processing needed to determine n e in the negative glow, only one data point is shown. The electron density reaches a maximum of~4×10 19 m -3 at the same location as the highest emission intensity and rotational temperature. The n e drops in the positive column to~1.5×10 19 m -3 . Compared with values derived from a numerical simulation of a helium APGD [26] , the n e figures in this study are almost exactly one order of magnitude higher. The relative spatial distribution of n e in the APGD was nearly identical between the two studies. Unfortunately, H β was too weak at the anode plate to measure electron number densities. Assuming the number of ions and electrons are equal at each location in the discharge, the degree of ionization within the APGD is on the order of 10 -6 , based on the ideal Figure 5 . (a) OH rotational temperatures, T rot , and electron number densities, n e , for a 25-mA, pin-negative APGD with a helium flow of 1.5 L/min. (b) OH rotational temperatures for a 25-mA, pin-positive APGD for selected gas flow rates. The relative error of all measurements was less than 10% and was assumed to be the same as those of the fits gas law. This value is fairly low, considering that reducedpressure GDs have ionization efficiencies between 10 -5 and 10 -3 [42, 43] . However, because the FAPA is at atmospheric pressure, the number of collisions per second is about three orders of magnitude higher than in a reduced-pressure GD, so ionization reaction rates should be comparable.
Rotational Temperatures in the Afterglow
The gas temperature in the afterglow region of the FAPA is particularly important because samples are introduced directly into the afterglow and thermal processes are believed to play a major role in the desorption of molecules from their surfaces. Infrared thermography has already been used to approximate the temperature of the FAPA gas stream impinging on a glass surface [17, 44] , but it is unknown how much the surface affects the measured temperature. Therefore, OH rotational temperatures were spectroscopically determined here for the afterglow of a pin-negative FAPA operated at 70 mA with a He flow rate of 3.25 L/min (cf. Figure 6 ). Within the error of the measurement, the OH T rot was constant at~500 K across the 3-mm range where temperature could be reliably measured. Although thermographic measurements of the FAPA afterglow temperature were not obtained with the present combination of relatively high operating currents and gas flow rates, the maximum temperature increases linearly with current, but falls with flow rates above 1.5 L/min. Extrapolating from the thermographic data in Ref. [41] , the maximum temperature under the present conditions would be 500 K, in excellent agreement with the spectroscopic values.
In addition to the OH rotational temperature, the N 2 + emission profile and N 2 + rotational temperature are shown in Figure 6 . The T rot for N 2 + was determined in the same way as described by Chan et al. [19] with all Boltzmann plots exhibiting good linearity (r 2 90.99). The N 2 + temperature reaches a maximum of 860 K and then drops to nearly a constant value of~670 K throughout the rest of the afterglow. Clearly, a discrepancy of~150 K exists between the temperature measurements from OH and N 2 + for this discharge. Because the measured OH temperature is similar to the thermographic temperatures, it is likely that the N 2 + population distribution violates the assumption that a rapid equilibrium exists between the rotational and translational energies of the molecule. We have previously demonstrated that the N 2 + temperature is a good indicator of the dominant ionization mechanism of nitrogen [19] . In particular, charge transfer between He 2 + and N 2 yields a N 2 + rotational temperature of~900 K [45] , whereas charge transfer with He + and Penning ionization with He m produce nonlinear Boltzmann plots [46] and temperatures 30 to 50 K higher than expected [45, 47] , respectively. Furthermore, it is generally known that in atmospheric-pressure helium plasmas, He 2 + is the dominant positive ion [48, 49] because of the efficient and fast ion conversion of He + into He 2 + through a three-body process [50] . Accordingly, we believe that the elevated N 2 + temperatures (~850 K) near the plate electrode, but before the maximum N 2 + emission, are due to charge-transfer ionization of atmospheric nitrogen with He 2 + . As was suggested above, the maximum N 2 + emission probably represents the point at which atmospheric nitrogen is no longer the limiting reagent. This behavior is seen also in the rotational temperature, when it reaches a constant value of~660 K, as the point where much of the He 2 + is depleted.
Conclusions
The afterglow and APGD from the He-based FAPA desorption/ionization source were characterized through optical spectroscopy under a variety operating conditions to better understand factors that affect desorption and ionization for mass spectrometric analyses. The background emission spectrum of the APGD contained high-energy atomic helium lines, as well as molecular and atomic emission from contaminant species. Helium excimer, He 2 * , emission was also observed, which was not previously reported in spectroscopic studies of similar He-APGDs. Although not commonly mentioned in the ambient mass spectrometry literature, He 2 * and other similar species, such as He 2 + , could contribute significantly to analyte ionization or reagent-ion formation. The spectrum of the afterglow in the open atmosphere did not contain emission features from any helium species, indicating that the majority of energetic helium moieties have either decayed to a state that emits outside of the measured spectral window (e.g., He * with n=2 or He m ) or exist in a form that does not radiatively decay (e.g., He 2 + ). Spatially resolved emission profiles of species in the APGD were employed to understand the role of operating parameters (discharge current, He flow rate, and discharge polarity) on production of excited atoms and molecules as + emission profile as a frame of reference well as to deduce the origin of impurities within the discharge region. Reducing the operating current from 25 to 2 mA transitioned the discharge from a true glow to more of a corona discharge, in which much of the emission and the majority of plasma species were created at the pin electrode, regardless of polarity. It is suggested that a substantial amount of H 2 O vapor, O 2 , and N 2 enters the discharge chamber through diffusion from the atmosphere, rather than originating from the gas supply.
The emission profiles also revealed that the polarity of the electrodes affects the formation of species that control the sensitivity of the FAPA in mass spectrometric analyses. Specifically, the pin-positive configuration consistently yielded less intense emission, and thus a lower number density, for all examined species throughout the discharge compared with the pin-negative polarity. The gas-kinetic temperature, determined from the OH rotational temperature, was higher with a pin-negative polarity. Also, for both polarities, N 2 + emission exhibited a maximum at the anode that slowly decayed into the positive column of the discharge, despite the fact that the gas flow moved from the pin electrode to the plate. This behavior implies that different chemistries and excitation conditions exist at the cathode and the anode. We believe an abundance of lowenergy electrons is present at the anode, which promotes the ionization of He * and the formation of He 2 + , leading to the ionization of atmospheric constituents in an environment less energetic or harsh than in the negative glow at the cathode. Collectively, the findings explain why FAPA exhibits better sensitivity in a pin-negative configuration.
Lastly, spatial emission profiles of the afterglow of the FAPA revealed an emission maximum approximately 0.67 mm from the plate electrode. While the intensity of these emission features changed with discharge current and gas flow rate, the spatial location of the emission maximum was unaffected. Through thermographic data and OH rotational temperature values, the gas temperature of the afterglow under the present experimental conditions was found to be~500 K. Interestingly, the N 2 + rotational temperature reached a maximum of 860 K prior to the emission maximum. We believe this elevated N 2 + temperature is caused by charge-transfer ionization of N 2 by He 2 + , as has also been shown with a helium dielectric-barrier discharge.
